This paper tackles the problem of the existence of solutions for recursive systems of Horn clauses with second-order variables interpreted as integer relations, and harnessed by a simple first-order theory, such as difference bounds arithmetic. We start by the definition of a simple class of Horn systems with one second-order variable and one non-linear recursive rule, for which we prove the decidability of the problem "does the system has a solution ?". The proof relies on a construction of a tree automaton recognizing all cycles in the weighted graph corresponding to every unfolding tree of the Horn system. We constrain the tree to recognize only cycles of negative weight by adding a Presburger formula that harnesses the number of times each rule is fired, and reduce our problem to the universality of a Presburger-constrained tree automaton. We studied the complexity of this problem and found it to be in 2Exptime with a Exptime-hard lower bound. In the second part, we drop the univariate restriction and consider multivariate second-order Horn systems with a structural restriction, called flatness. Finally, we show the decidability of the more general class of systems, within the same complexity bounds. models the true branch of the if statement, X 1
Introduction
Systems of Horn clauses, called Horn systems, for short, play a central role in constraint logic programming [10] , being the reference syntax of declarative programming languages, such as Clp [9] and Prolog [4] . In particular, Horn systems with linear integer constraints are used to model geometric and, in general, combinatorial problems [16] . Quite recently, (extended) Horn systems have been used to model imperative program semantics together with proof rules for verification of safety, termination and branching temporal logic properties [8, 1] . This paper contributes to the mentioned areas by defining decidable classes of Horn systems and studying the complexity of their associated decision problems.
To start with, we consider the recursive procedure in Fig. 1 (a) . The small-step semantics of this procedure is captured by the control-flow graph given in Fig. 1  (b) , whose nodes represent control locations (in our case X 1 , X 2 and X f , with X 1 and X f designated initial and final locations) and edges are labeled with firstorder arithmetic formulae denoting the program semantics (primed variables x 1 and z 1 denote the values at the next step). For instance, the edge X 1 xą0^x 1 "x^z 1 "z ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ X 2 arXiv:1503.00258v1 [cs.FL] 1 Mar 2015
assume(x ě 0);
if (x ą 0) z := P(x-1) + 2; else z := 0 return z;
(a)
Fig. 1. Recursive Programs as Horn Systems
A possible verification condition for the program in Fig. 1 (a) is to show that the relation associated with the final location X f is the same (modulo projection of the first two entries corresponding to the variables x and z) as the least invariant of the intraprocedural program in Fig. 1 (d) with initial condition x 1 " 0^z 1 " 0, namely the relation tpn, 2nq | n ě 0u. In order to verify this property, one would have to compute the least solution of a Horn system. However, even for very simple systems, defining the least solution is beyond the expressive power of classical decidable fragments of first-order arithmetic, such as Presburger arithmetic 1 . To circumvent this problem, we consider a slight modification of the program from Fig. 1 (d) , obtained by replacing the initial constraint z 1 " 0 (struck through) with z 1 " 1 (the same for the first Horn clause Related Work. The complexity of the tuple recognition problem "given a tuple of values v, does v belong to the least fixpoint of the program ? " for constraint logic programs has been investigated in the seminal work of Revesz [14] . In this work, as in the most literature on logic programming, the complexity is evaluated in terms of the size of the database only (data complexity), instead of the whole program. For gap-order constraints i.e. conjunctions of atoms of the form x´y ď c, with c a non-negative integer (rational) constant, the tuple recognition problem has been found to be in Exptime in the branching degree of the system. This result was further generalized to several fragments of linear constraints [13] , where the term recognition problem is found to be in Ptime if the coefficients of the linear constraints are either all positive (with upper bounds only) or all negative (with lower bound only), and is Exptime-complete for half addition constraints of the form˘x˘y ě c, with c a non-negative constant. Along this line, the result of Demri et.al [7] shows that the coverage problem for branching vector addition systems (BVAS) is complete for 2Exptime. An interpretation of their result in terms of constraint logic programs is immediate.
The problem considered in this paper is slightly more general: we want to prove that a given system of Horn clauses (equivalently, a constraint logic program) has a solution that excludes a certain set of tuples. Since we consider difference bounds instead of gap order (half addition, or positive) constraints, i.e. x´y ď c, where c can be negative, the problem is undecidable, if no restrictions are added. We show that the emptiness problem in which every second-order variable can be the root of at most one unfolding cycle is in 2Exptime, and, surprisingly, Exptimehardness occurs even when we limit the number of second-order variables (and, implicitly, of cycles) to one.
Several complexity results were also found for the emptiness problem for linear recursive Horn systems, i.e. with branching degree of one: Pspace-completness for gap-order constraints and unrestricted contol structure [3] , Np-completness for flat control with octagonal constraints [2] and with vector addition updates and affine guards [6] . The exponential blowup in our case comes from the fact that we consider non-linear recursive systems, of branching degree at least two. For recursion-free Horn systems with integer linear constraints, the emptiness problem has been found to be complete for co-NExptime [15] .
Horn Systems
Syntax. Let x be a finite set of first-order variables, ranging over the set of integers Z. A difference constraint is a linear inequality of the form x ě c, x ď c, or x´y ď c, where x, y P x and c P Z is an integer constant. A finite conjunction of difference constraints is called a difference bound matrix (DBM) in the following.
Let X be a finite set of second-order variables, where for each X P X , we denote by #pXq ą 0 the arity of X. A predicate is a term of the form Xpx 1 , . . . , x #pXq q, where X P X and x 1 , . . . , x #pXq P x. A difference formula is a possibly quantified boolean combination of difference constraints and predicates. We denote by F V pψq the set of first-order variables not occurring under the scope of a quantifier in ψ. We denote by K the empty disjunction (false), and by J the empty conjunction (true). A Horn clause is a difference formula of the form:
where φ is a DBM, X 0 , . . . , X P X and h is either a predicate or a DBM, denoted as head pCq. We say that C has branching degree `1 in this case. Throughout this paper we consider sets of variables indexed by natural numbers (and, later on, sequences thereof), and write x i for the set x i | x P x ( , where i P N. In general, we do not write explicitly the universal quantifier prefix for the Horn clauses, and assume that every variable in C is implicitly universally quantified.
A Horn system (HS) is a finite set of Horn clauses. A HS H is said to be linear if every right-hand side of a clause in H contains at most one predicate, and non-linear otherwise. A clause C is said to be rooted if head pCq is a DBM, and a HS is rooted if it contains at least one rooted clause.
Semantics. Let H " tC 1 , . . . , C m u be a HS and let x " tx 1 , . . . , x n u for the rest of this paragraph. A first-order valuation (fo-valuation, for short) is a function ν : x Ñ Z, and by Z x we denote the set of fo-valuations with domain x.
A fo-valuation ν P Z x is a model of a DBM φ, with F V pφq Ď x, denoted ν |ù φ, if and only if the formula obtained by replacing each variable x P x with νpxq is valid according to the semantics of first order arithmetic. Let rrφss " tν P Z x | ν |ù φu denote the set of models of φ.
A second-order valuation (so-valuation, for short) is a function σ : X Ñ 2 Ť 8 i"1 Z i assigning second-order variables to relations, such that σpXq Ď Z #pXq , for all X P X , i.e. the so-valuation of X is compatible with its arity. For a predicate P " Xpx 1 , . . . , x #pXq q, we define rrP ss σ " ν P Z x | xνpx 1 q, . . . , νpx #pXq qy P σpXq ( . In the following we abuse notation and write rrψss σ for rrψss, when ψ is a DBM.
A solution of the Horn system H is a so-valuation σ, such that, for each clause φ^P 0^. . .^P Ñ h of H we have: rrφss σ X rrP 0 ss σ X . . . X rrP ss σ Ď rrhss σ . The set of solutions of H is denoted by rrHss.
A rooted HS can be equivalently rewritten such that, for each rooted clause C, we have head pCq " K -each clause C : φpx, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .X px q Ñ ψpxq is equivalent to a set of clauses of this form 3 . From now on, we will consider only HS H such that head pCq " K, for each rooted clause C of H.
Unfolding Trees. Let N˚be the set of sequences of positive integers. We denote by the empty sequence and by p.q the concatenation of two sequences p, q P N˚. We say that q is a prefix of p, denoted q ĺ p if p " q.r, for some sequence r P N˚. A prefix-closed set S has the property that, for all p P S, q ĺ p implies q P S.
A ranked alphabet is a countable set of symbols Σ with an associated arity function #pσq ě 0, for all σ P Σ. A tree is a finite partial function t : N˚á f in Σ, whose domain, denoted domptq, is a finite prefix-closed subset of N˚. For each position p P domptq, a position p.i P domptq is called a child of p, for some i P N. The set of children of a position p P domptq in a tree t is always tp.0, . . . , p.p#ptppqq´1qu. Let Frptq " tp P domptq | @i P N . p.i R domptqu be the set of leaves (frontier) of the tree t. For a position p P domptq, we denote by t |p the subtree of t rooted at p, where t |p pqq " tpp.qq, for all q P N˚.
Let Σ HS be the ranked alphabet of pairs xψ, Xy, where ψpx, x 0 , . . . , x q is a DBM and X P X Y tKu, whose arity is #pxψ, Xyq " `1. Given σ " xψ, Xy P Σ HS , we write rσs 1 for ψ, and rσs 2 for X. Definition 1. An unfolding tree of a HS H is a tree t : N˚á f in Σ HS , where: (a) for each p P Frptq, we have tppq " xφ, Xy only if φpxq Ý Ñ Xpxq P H, (b) for each p P domptqzFrptq, we have tppq " xφ, Xy only if φpx, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .^X px q Ñ Xpxq P H where rtpp.iqs 2 " X i , for all i " 0, . . . , , 3 The negation of every DBM ψ "
δi, where each δi is again a difference constraint, e.g. x´y ď c Ø y´x ď´c´1. We obtain:
where ϕi denotes the DBM φ^ δi.
(c) if H is rooted, we have tp q " xφ, Ky and there exists a clause:
φpx, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .^X px q Ñ K P H where rtpp.iqs 2 " X i , for all i " 0, . . . , .
We denote by T X pHq the set of unfolding trees of the HS H such that rtp qs 2 " X.
If H is rooted, we write T pHq instead of T K pHq.
If ψpx, x 0 , . . . , x q is a DBM and p P N˚is a tree position, let ψ p be the formula ψrx p {x, x p.0 {x 0 , . . . , x p. {x s. The characteristic formula Φptq " Ź pPdomptq rtppqs p 1 of an unfolding tree t is the conjunction of all DBMs (whose variables are indexed by the current position) occurring within the labels of t.
It is customary to represent a DBM φpxq as a weighted constraint graph G φ " xx, Ý Ñy, where each vertex corresponds to a first-order variable from x, and there is a weighted edge x c Ý Ñ y in G φ if and only if the difference constraint x´y ď c occurs in φ 4 . The weight of a path in G φ is the sum of the weights labeling its edges. An elementary cycle of G φ is a path with the same variable x at both endpoints, such that x does not occur anywhere else on the path, besides the endpoints. For any DBM φ, we have φ Ñ K if and only if the constraint graph G φ has an elementary cycle of negative weight.
The following lemma gives an equivalent condition for emptiness, that will be used to show decidability of several (non-linear) sub-classes of systems. We recall the previous assumption that, for any HS H and each rooted clause C P H, it is the case that head pCq " K. Ñ Xpx,yq x´x 0 ď1^x´x 1 ď3^y 0´x1 ď2^y 1´y ď´2^Xpx 0 ,y 0 q^Xpx 1 ,y 1 q Ñ Xpx,yq y´xď0^x"x 0^y "y 0^X px 0 ,y 0 q Ñ K .
A constraint graph of this system is depicted in Fig. 2 . Notice that this constraint graph contains several cycles, and a cycle (depicted with thick lines) of negative weight (´1). To prove that the above system has a solution one must show that every constraint graph of the system has a negative weight cycle (Lemma 1).
Tree Automata with Presburger Constraints
Presburger Arithmetic. We recall here that Presburger arithmetic [12] is the set of formulae defined by the following syntax and interpreted over integers:
The constraints For a tuple v " xv 1 , . . . , v n y P Z n , we write φpvq for the formula φrv 1 {x 1 , . . . , v n {x n s and v |ù φ for the equivalence φpvq Ø J.
The size |c| of an integer constant c is the length of its binary encoding, i.e. |c| " Oplog 2 cq. The size of a Presburger formula φ, denoted as |φ|, is defined inductively on the structure of φ, as: |x| " 1, |t 1`t2 | " |t 1 ď t 2 | " |t 1 |`|t 2 |`1, |φ 1^φ2 | " |φ 1 |`|φ 2 |`1 and | φ| " |Dx . φ| " |φ|`1. We extend the size function to (second-order) Horn clauses, by defining |Xpx 1 , . . . , x q| " `1 and, for a Horn system H " tC 1 , . . . , C m u, let |H| " ř m i"1 |C i | be the size of H.
Tree Automata. A (finite, non-deterministic, bottom-up) tree automaton (TA) is a quadruple A " xQ, Σ, ∆, F y, where Σ is a finite ranked alphabet, Q is a finite set of states, F Ď Q is a set of final states and ∆ is a set of transition rules of the form σpq 1 , . . . , q n q Ñ q, for some σ P Σ such that #pσq " n, and q, q 1 , . . . , q n P Q. The size of a rule is |σpq 1 , . . . , q n q Ý Ñ q| " n`1, and the size of the tree automaton is defined as |A| " ř ρP∆ |ρ|. A run of A over a tree t : N˚á f in Σ is a function π : domptq Ñ Q such that, for each node p P domptq, we have q " πppq only if q i " πpp.iq for all i " 0, . . . , #ptppqq´1, and there exists a rule ptppqqpq 0 , . . . , q #ptppqq´1 q Ñ q P ∆. We write t π ùñ A q to denote that π is a run of A over t such that πp q " q. We use t ùñ A q to denote that t π ùñ A q for some run π, and omit to specify A when it is clear from the context. The language of a state q of A is defined as L q pAq " tt | t ùñ A qu, and the language of A is defined as LpAq " Ť qPF L q pAq. The following lemma relates tree automata and Horn systems:
For any rooted HS H, there exists a TA T H such that LpT H q " T pHq, and |T H | " Op|H|q.
TA with Presburger Constraints. Given a run π of the tree automaton A " xQ, Σ, ∆, F y, and an arbitrary indexing ∆ " tp 1 , . . . , p m u of the set of production rules of A, we denote by P π pAq P Z m the tuple whose i-th entry, denoted as pP π pAqq i , gives the number of times the rule p i has been used in π, for all i " 1, . . . , m. For a Presburger formula φpx 1 , . . . ,
be the set of trees recognized by A using only runs π, such that P π pAq is a model of φ. We denote by PpAq "
the set of tuples giving the number of times each transition rule of A occurs on a run. A result from [17] proves 5 that it is possible to construct, in time Op|A|q, a Presburger formula
. . , p m u, and a Presburger formula φpx 1 , . . . , x m q, the following problems are decidable:
Moreover, the problem (1) is in Nptime and (2) is in Exptime.
A Decidable Class of Horn Systems
The question addressed in this paper is, given a HS H, to decide if rrHss " H.
Observe that we do not aim at computing the solutions in a closed form, but rather answer yes/no to the question whether a solution exists. One reason is that, in general, the least solutions for even the most simple class of non-linear class of HS may not be definable in Presburger arithmetic (Appendix A). In general, however, even the emptiness problem for HS is undecidable, since the reachability problem for the Turing-complete class of 2-counter machines [11] can be encoded using only linear HS. On the other hand, decidability can be recovered by considering only HS that encode flat counter machines, i.e. whose control structure is restricted by prohibiting nested loops 6 . The HS we consider in Section 5 extend this flatness condition to non-linear HS, and prove decidability of the emptiness problem in this setting of infinite-state branching transition systems. The first class of HS we study consists of systems of the form:
where k ě 2 is a constant, x " tx 1 , . . . , x n u and ιpxq, φpx, x 0 , . . . , x k´1 q and epx, x 0 q are DBMs. The intuition is that ϕ describes the transition relation of a (bottom-up) branching counter machine with branching degree k ě 2, whereas i and e define its initial and error (forbidden) configurations. For instance, the Horn system in Example 1 belongs to the class B 2 .
A Decision Procedure for B k Horn Systems
In order to decide whether a given B k system H has a solution, it is necessary to test if, for every unfolding tree t of H, we have Φptq Ñ K (Lemma 1). Equivalently, this means that every constraint graph from the set G Φptq | t P T pHq ( has a cycle of negative weight. To check this condition, we first build a TA A H that recognizes the constraint graphs consisting of exactly one cycle that is, moreover, a subgraph of some graph in the above set. Next, we compute a Presburger formula Ψ that harnesses A H to recognize only cycles of negative weight.
The decision procedure for B k systems works by checking that, for any unfolding tree t P T pHq, there exists an isomorphic tree u P L Ψ pA H q, such that the constraint graph labeling u is a subgraph of G Φptq . Since L Ψ pA H q is the set of constraint trees encoding an elementary cycle of negative weight, it follows that G Φptq has a cycle of negative weight, i.e. Φptq Ñ K. If this is the case for any unfolding tree t P T pHq, we deduce that rrHss ‰ H (Lemma 1). Otherwise, if there exists an unfolding tree t P T pHq such that Φptq has a satisyfing assignment, then rrHss " H.
To check the latter condition, we build another TA B H with the same states and transition rules as A H , but working on the alphabet Σ HS of unfolding tree labels (Def. 1), which mimicks the actions of A H . Then we are left with checking whether L Ψ pB H q " T pHq, where Ψ is a Presburger formula that transposes the occurrences of the transition rules of A H in Ψ to the rules of B H . This equivalence is decidable, by Lemma 3 (2) and the fact that T pHq is recognizable by a TA (Lemma 2). The 2Exptime upper bound follows from the fact that the size of A H is exponential in the size of H, and the equivalence problem above requires another exponential.
Before we describe in detail the decision procedure for the B k class, we introduce further notation. For two graphs
The set of subgraphs of a graph G is denoted by G " tH | H Gu.
Let x be the set of first-order variables of H in the rest of this section. For any DBM ϕpx, x 0 , . . . , x q represented by the constraint graph G ϕ " xx Y Ť ´1 i"0 x i , Ñy, we associate the arity #pgq " `1 to any subgraph g G ϕ . With this definition, we consider that G ϕ is a ranked alphabet, for any DBM ϕpx, x 0 , . . . , x q.
Let H be a HS and ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m be the set of DBMs occurring in some clause of H. A tree t :
. In other words, G t is the constraint graph obtained by the (disjoint) union of the labels of t, where each variable x (x i , for some i P N) occurring at some position p P domptq is replaced by x p (x p.i ). An example of a constraint graph G t that labels a tree t is given in Fig. 2 .
For a tree t : N˚á f in Ť m i"1 G ϕi and an unfolding tree u P T pHq, we write t đ u iff domptq " dompuq and tppq G ruppqs1 , for all p P domptq. In other words, t đ u holds iff t and u are isomorphic, and for each position p P domptq, the graph tppq is a subgraph of the constraint graph of the DBM labeling uppq. It is rather straightforward to see that G t G Φpuq if t đ u.
Definition of A H . For a constant k ě 2 and a B k system H with first-order variables x, second-order variable X, and the DBMs ιpxq, φpx, x 0 , . . . , x k´1 q and epx, x 0 q, let A H " xQ H , Σ H , ∆ H , F H y be the TA defined as:
-Q H is the set of tuples q " xx, E, b, V y, where: ‚ E Ď xˆx is a transitive binary relation; intuitively, px, yq P E and A H has a run t ùñ xx, E, b, V y iff there exists a path between x and y in the constraint graph G t associated with t, ‚ b P tK, Ju is set whenever a complete cycle has been recognized, ‚ V P tX, Ku is the second-order variable labeling the current position in the associated unfolding tree of H, or K if we are at the root.
the TA accepts only when complete cycle has been recognized (b " J), and the current position is also the root of an associated unfolding tree (V " K).
The definition of the transition rules in ∆ H is slightly more involved.
. . , #pgq´1, be states. Then let h " xN , Ey be the graph:
only if the following conditions hold:
A. For any two variables x, y P x, we have px, yq P E iff there exists a unique path x h y in the graph h. Moreover, for every edge pu, vq P E, there exists px, yq P E such that pu, vq is on the (unique) path x h y in h. B. The relation between the boolean flags b and b 0 , . . . , b #pgq´1 is defined as:
SingleCyclephq holds iff h consists of exactly one non-trivial elementary cycle, 2. b i " J for at most one i " 0, . . . , #pgq´1, 3. if b i " J, for some i " 0, . . . , #pgq´1, we have Ñ g " H. C. V " X if either: (i) #pgq " 0, or (ii) #pgq " k ě 2 and V 0 " . . . V k´1 " X, and V " K if #pgq " 1 and V 0 " X. Altogether, these conditions ensure that each run of A H will recognize only those trees whose constraint graph consists of exactly one cycle, and which have an associated (isomorphic) unfolding tree. Observe that the syntax of the B k class imposes a tight connection between the number of children and the label of a position p P dompuq, of an unfolding tree u P T pHq. As a result, every tree t : N˚á f in Σ H has at most one corresponding unfolding tree of H, such that t đ u. Fig. 3 (a,b) shows two runs of A H recognizing constraint trees from the unfolding tree represented in Fig. 2 . In each state xx, E, b, V y on a run, the relation E is represented by dashed lines. The b flags of all states within each run are K, with the exception of the state labeling the root, which is set to J, due to the fact that, in this particular case, each cycle closes at the root. The variable V is X everywhere. Notice that the cycle from Fig. 3 (a) is of positive weight, whereas the one from (b) is of negative weight. Such a formula can be computed in linear time as described in [17, Theorem 4] . For each constraint graph σ P Σ H , let wpσq be the sum of the weights labeling the edges in σ. For a transition rule p " σpq 0 , . . . , q k´1 q Ý Ñ q P ∆ H , let wppq " wpσq P Z. With these notations, we define:
The above formula harnesses A H to recognize only trees t P L Ψ pA H q of negative weight wpG t q ă 0. Thus, t P L Ψ pA H q if and only if G t consists of a single nontrivial elementary cycle of negative weight, and moreover, this cycle is a subgraph of G Φpuq , for some unfolding tree u P T pHq (Lemma 4).
Definition of B H . The purpose of the B H TA is to recognize only those unfolding trees u P T pHq for which there exists a tree t P LpA H q such that t đ u, or equivalently, the constraint graph G t is a subgraph of G Φpuq . The idea is that B H mimicks the actions of A H on the alphabet Σ HS of unfolding tree labels.
The formal definition is B H " xQ HˆΣH , Σ HS , ∆ H , F HˆΣH y, where Q H , Σ H and F H are the ones from the definition of A H and, for all constraint graphs g, g 0 , . . . , g P Σ H , all unfolding tree labels xϕ, V y P Σ HS and q, q 0 , . . . , q P Q H :
A key observation is that every transition rule in ∆ H has a unique associated transition rule in ∆ H . We assume in the following that ∆ H " tp 1 , . . . , p m u is a fixed indexing of ∆ H and ∆ H " tr 1 , . . . , r s u is a fixed indexing of ∆ H . Then there exists a unique mapping of the rules of B H into the rules of A H . Formally, we define δ : t1, . . . , su Ñ t1, . . . , mu, where δpiq " j, for all i " 1, . . . , s iff:
In the rest of this section, we consider that the mapping δ is fixed as well.
Definition of Ψ . Since the rules of A H are not in one-to-one correspondence with the rules of B H , we need to instrument the Presburger constraint Ψ to work with the rules of B H instead. The result is another Presburger formula Ψ , that is used to harness the runs of B H . Given two tuples u P Z m and v P Z s , we define the relation u ă δ v as u i " ř δpjq"i v j , for all i " 1, . . . , m. Let e i,j P Z j be the tuple whose i-th element is 1 and all other elements besides i are 0. It is easy to see that e δpiq,m ă δ e i,s , for all i P t1, . . . , su. Also, for all u 1 , u 2 P Z m and v 1 , v 2 P Z s , we have
where the addition of tuples is defined pointwise. Given a Presburger formula Φpx 1 , . . . , x m q, we define: The next lemma gives the relation between A H and B H . As with Lemma 4, the correspondence between the trees t P LpA H q, labeled by constraint cycles, and trees u P LpB H q, that are also unfolding trees of H, is defined solely by the arities of the labels of t.
Lemma 5. Given a B k HS H, where k ě 2, for every state q P Q H : 1. for every run u ρ ùñ xq, gy of B H , there exists a tree t, such that tp q " g, and a run t π ùñ q of A H , such that t đ u and P π pA H q ă δ P ρ pB H q, 2. for every run t π ùñ q of A H , there exist a tree u and a run u ρ ùñ xq, tp qy of B H , such that t đ u and P π pA H q ă δ P ρ pB H q.
The following theorem summarizes the result of this section. Theorem 1. Given a B k Horn system H, for any k ě 2, the problem rrHss " H can be decided in 2Exptime.
The next lemma proves a lower bound for the problem of existence of solutions in the B k class. Although it does not match the 2Exptime upper bound from Thm. 1, this lower bound shows that the problem requires at least one exponential. Lemma 6. The class of problems trrHss " Hu HPB k is Exptime-hard.
Flat Horn Systems with Difference Constraints
In this section, we generalize the B k class by removing the univariate restriction concerning second-order variables, and considering non-linear recursive systems with any number of second-order variables. In order to preserve decidability of the emptiness problem, we require the syntax of HS to meet the flatness condition, defined next.
Definition 2.
A cycle of a HS H is a tree γ : N˚á f in Σ HS such that: (a) for all positions p P dompγq, we have γppq " xφ, Xy only if φpx, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .^X px q Ñ Xpxq P H where rγpp.iqs 2 " X i , for all i " 0, . . . , , and (b) there exists a position p P Frpγq, such that rγppqs 2 " X. The variable X P X is called the endpoint of γ. The cycle γ is said to be elementary if rγppqs 2 ‰ X, for all p P dompγqz pt u Y Frpγqq.
An elementary cycle of a HS H is said to be maximal if it is not strictly included in another elementary cycle of H. A rooted Horn system is said to be flat if every second-order variable is the endpoint of at most one maximal elementary cycle. We denote by F the class of flat Horn systems. For example, the union of the HS in Fig 1 (c) and (d) , to which the clause X f px, x 1 q^Y px 1 q Ñ K is added, is flat: it is clearly rooted, X f , Y are both endpoints of exactly one maximal elementary cycle each, whereas X 1 , X 2 are not endpoints.
We show that the emptiness problem for flat HS is decidable, by generalizing the method from Section 4 to handle multivariate systems. Given a flat system H, the first step is to reduce each elementary cycle to a single (recursive) clause. We consider w.l.o.g. that each second-order variable that occurs within the head of a clause of H also occurs in a subgoal on the left-hand side of a clause, in other words, there are no useless clauses in H.
Formally, let γ : N˚á f in Σ HS be an elementary cycle, where γp q " xφ, Xy and Frpγq " tp 0 , . . . , p u are the leaves of γ (enumerated in some total order, e.g. the lexicographical order) such that rγpp 0 qs 2 " X 0 , . . . , rγpp qs 2 " X . Since γ is a cycle with endpoint X, we must have X P tX 0 , . . . , X u. We define the clause C γ : Φ γ px, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .^X px q Ñ Xpxq, where Φpγq is the characteristic formula of γ and the formula: is obtained from the composition of the DBMs labeling γ. Since DBMs have quantifier elimination 7 the formula Φ γ is a DBM, and we can replace, for every cycle γ, the clauses of H that constitute the cycle γ by the clause C γ .
This transformation yields an equisatisfiable flat HS, denoted H˝. Since, moreover, quantifier elimination in DBMs takes cubic time 8 
as in the previous (Section 4) and V P X Y tKu can be any second-order variable of H or K, -F H " txx, E, b, V y P Q H | b " J and V " Ku, for each clause C : φpx, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .^X px q Ñ Xpxq P H, there exists transition rules:
are defined in the same way as for A H (Section 4), for all k " 0, . . . , , respectively. If ∆ H " tp 1 , . . . , p m u and ∆ H " tp 1 , . . . , p s u, we define the mapping δ : t1, . . . , su Ñ t1, . . . , mu as in the previous. The following lemma formalizes the correspondence between A H and B H , being a generalization of Lemmas 4 and 5 to the class of flat Horn systems. Observe that, because H is restricted, any cyclic run of A H is mapped to exactly one (cyclic) run of B H , which corresponds to a unique cycle of an unfolding tree of H. Lemma 7. Given a flat reduced Horn system H, for every state q P Q H we have: 1. for every run u ρ ùñ xq, gy of B H , there exists a tree t, such that tp q " g, and a run t π ùñ q of A H , such that t đ u and P π pA H q ă δ P ρ pB H q, 2. for every run t π ùñ q of A H , there exist a tree u and a run u ρ ùñ xq, tp qy of B H , such that t đ u and P π pA H q ă δ P ρ pB H q. Moreover, for every tree t P LpA H q, the constraint graph G t consists of a single elementary cycle, and A H , B H can be both built in 2 Opk¨|H| 2 q time.
The following theorem gives the main result of this section. Theorem 2. The class of problems trrHss " Hu HPF is decidable in 2Exptime and is Exptime-hard. 7 If φpxq be a DBM, and Gφ is the constraint graph obtained from G φ by adding all
to G φ , then Dx . φ is the DBM corresponding to the elimination of x, and all edges incident to x, from Gφ . 8 The constraint graph Gϕ is strenghtened in Op|ϕ| 3 q by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm.
Conclusions
We address the problem of existence of solutions for Horn systems harnessed by difference bounds constraints. Even though the problem is, in general, undecidable, we identify a simple classes of non-linear recursive systems, called B k , for constants k ě 2, for which the problem has an algorithmic solution. We further generalize from B k to flat systems, and show that the emptiness problem is both in 2Exptime and Exptime-hard.
A Horn systems with Exponential Least Solutions
The following example shows that the closed form of the least solutions of even very simple Horn systems with difference constraints is not definable in Presburger arithmetic. Given two solutions σ and σ 1 of a HS H, we say that σ is smaller than σ 1 if σpXq Ď σ 1 pXq, and define pσ X σ 1 qpXq " σpXq X σ 1 pXq, for all X P X . It is not difficult to see that, when a HS has a solution, it also has a unique least solution µH " Ş tσ | σ P rrHssu. Let H be the HS below:
ϕpx, y, z, x 0 , y 0 , z 0 , x 1 , y 1 , z 1 q^Xpx 0 , y 0 , z 0 q^Xpx 1 , y 1 , z 1 q Ñ Xpx, y, zq x`1 " z^y " 1 Ñ Xpx, y, zq
where ϕ " px " x 0^z " z 1^x1 " z 0`1^y " y 0`1^y0 " y 1 q. Let t be the unfolding tree from Fig. 4 (a) . The constraint graph G Φptq is depicted in Fig. 4 (b) . To avoid cluttering in Fig. 4 (a) , we represent equality constraints by thin bi-directional edges, and the thick directed edges (e.g. y 0 Ý Ñ y) stand for increment by one 9 (e.g. y " y 0`1 ). For the same reason, we chose not to represent the constraints of the form y " 1 in Fig. 4 . Such constraints would require an extra (zero) variable.
xϕpx, x 0 , x 1 q, Xy y " 1 , Xy
x 10 x 01 x 00 z 00 z 01 y 01 y 00 y 10 z 10 x 11 y 11 z 11 The intuition is that the y variable records the height of the tree (y " y 0`1 ) and also ensures that the binary constraint tree is balanced (y 0 " y 1 ). The variables x and z are used to count the leaves of the tree, i.e. the value z´x at the root gives the number of leaves of the balanced binary tree, which is 2 y´1 . The least solution of H is thus µHpXq " xa, b, cy P Z 3 | c´a " 2 b´1 ( .
B Missing proofs

B.1 Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. "ñ" Suppose that H has a solution σ : X Ñ 2
i"1 Z i and let t be an unfolding tree of H. By contradiction, suppose that Φptq " Ź pPdomptq rtppqs p 1 has 9 Observe that an equality constraint y 0 " y 1 is encoded by the edges y 0 0 Ý Ñ y 1 0 Ý Ñ y 0 , whereas y " y 1`1 is encoded by y
a satisfiable valuation ν :
Ť pPdomptq x p Ñ Z. For each p P domptq, we denote by v p the tuple xνpx p 1 q, . . . , νpx p n qy P Z n . We will show, by induction on the structure of t |p , that for all p P domptqzt u, we have v p P σprtppqs 2 q. For the base case p P Frptq, we have tppq " xφ, Xy only if there exists a clause φpxq Ý Ñ Xpxq P H. Since σ is a solution of H, we have rrφss σ Ď rrXpxqss σ and since v p |ù φ, we obtain that v p P σpXq. For the induction step, let tp.0, . . . , p. u Ď domptq be the set of children of p P domptqzt u. We have tppq " xφ, Xy only if there exists a clause:
φpx, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .^X px q Ý Ñ Xpxq P H and rtpp.iqs 2 " X i , for all i " 0, . . . , . By the induction hypothesis, we have v p.i P σpX i q, for all i " 0, . . . , . Since φpv p , v p.0 , . . . , v p. q Ø J and rrφss σ X rrX 0 px 0 qss σ X . . . X rrX px qss Ď rrXpxqss σ we obtain that v p P σpXq. Let tp q " xφ, Ky be the label of the root of t. Then there exists a clause:
φpx, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .^X px q Ý Ñ K P H where t0, . . . , u are the children of the root in domptq. Since σ is a solution of H, we have that:
rrφss σ X rrX 0 px 0 qss X . . . X rrX px qss " H hence φpx, u 0 , . . . , u q Ñ K, for all u i P σpX i q and all i " 0, . . . , . Since we proved that v p P σprtppqs 2 q, for all p P domptqzt u, it follows that φpx, v 0 , . . . , v q Ñ K, and, consequently, φpv , v 0 , . . . , v q Ñ K, contradicting with the fact that ν is a satisfying valuation of Φptq and, implicitly, of φ " rtp qs 1 . "ð" We define the following sequence of valuations tσ i u 8 i"0 :
for all i ě 0. We show that, if Φptq Ñ K for each unfolding tree t of H, then the so-valuation defined as σpXq " Ť 8 i"0 σ i pXq is a solution for H. Clearly σ satisfies all non-rooted clauses of H. Let φpx, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .^X px q Ý Ñ K be any rooted clause of H. To show that σ satisfies this clause, suppose, by contradiction that there exists a tuple:
v P rrφss σ X rrX 0 px 0 qss X . . . X rrX px qss .
Hence there exists tuples v j P σpX j q, for all j " 0, . . . , , such that φpv, v 0 , . . . , v q Ø J. We build top-down an unfolding tree t of H and a satisfying valuation for Φptq. Let tp q " xφ, Ky. By the definition of σ, there exist i 0 , . . . , i such that v j P σ ij pX j q, for all j " 0, . . . , . For each such i j , two cases are possible:
if i j " 0 then there exists a clause ϕ Ý Ñ X j such that ϕpv j q Ø J. In this case, let tpjq " xϕ, X j y be a leaf.
else, i j ą 0 and there exists a clause ϕ^Y 0^. . .^Y s Ý Ñ X j and tuples v j0 , . . . , v js such that ϕpv j , v j0 , . . . , v js q Ø J. In this case, let tpjq " xϕ, X j y and continue inductively building the subtrees t j0 , . . . , t js . We have thus build an unfolding tree t of H and a satisfying valuation νpx p q " v p , for all p P domptq, contradiction.
[ \
B.2 Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. We define T H " xX Y tKu, Σ HS , ∆, tKuy, where: for each clause ϕpx, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .^X px q Ý Ñ Xpxq we have a transition rule: xϕ, XypX 0 , . . . , X q Ý Ñ X P ∆, and for each clause ϕpx, x 0 , . . . , x q^X 0 px 0 q^. . .^X px q Ý Ñ K we have a transition rule: xϕ, XypX 0 , . . . , X q Ý Ñ K P ∆. Clearly |T H | " Op|H|q. The proof that LpT H q " T pHq is an easy exercise.
B.3 Proof of Lemma 3
Proof.
(1) Let AˆB be the TA recognizing the language LpAˆBq " LpAqXLpBq.
By the hypothesis, we have ∆ A " tp 1 , . . . , p m u and let ∆ B " tp 1 1 , . . . , p 1 u in the following. The states of AˆB are Q AˆB " Q AˆQB , its final states are F AˆB " F AˆFB and there is a transition rule pî j " σppq 1 , q 1 1 q, . . . , pq n , q 1 nÝ Ñ pq, q 1 q P ∆ AˆB if and only if p i " σpq 1 , . . . , q n q Ý Ñ q P ∆ A and p 1 j " σpq 1 1 , . . . , q 1 n q Ý Ñ q 1 P ∆ B , for some i " 1, . . . , m and j " 1, . . . , .
Among lines of the proof of Thm. 4 in [17] , we build an existential Presburger formula ϕpy 11 , . . . , y m q that defines the set:
.
We prove next that (1) holds if and only if the formula:
Φpx 1 , . . . , x m , y 11 , . . . , y m q : ϕpy 11 , . . . , y m q^m ľ i"1
x i " ÿ j"1 y ij^φ px 1 , . . . , x m q has a satisfying valuation. Clearly, the second condition is decidable, since Φ is an existential Presburger formula. "ñ" Let t P L φ pAq X LpBq be a tree. If t P L φ pAq, there exists q P F A and a run π of A such that t π ùñ A q and P π pAq |ù φ. Also, since t P LpBq, there exists q 1 P F B and a run ρ of B such that t ρ ùñ B q 1 . Let θ : domptq Ñ Q AˆB be the run of AˆB defined as θppq " pπppq, ρppqq, for all p P domptq. Clearly, we have t θ ùñ AˆB pq, q 1 q. It is not difficult to see that P π pAq¨P θ pAˆBq |ù Φpx 1 , . . . , x m , y 11 , . . . , y m q.
"ð" Let v P Z m , u P Z m¨ be two tuples such that v¨u |ù Φpx 1 , . . . , x m , y 11 , . . . , y m q. Since u |ù ϕpy 11 , . . . , y k q, there exists a tree t, a state pq, q 1 q P F AˆB and a run θ : domptq Ñ Q AˆB , such that t θ ùñ AˆB pq, q 1 q and P θ pAˆBq " u. By the definition of AˆB, we have that t P LpBq. To show that t P L φ pAq, we define the run π : domptq Ñ Q A as πppq " pθppqq 1 , for all p P domptq. First, notice that t π ùñ A q. Second, by the definition of π, as the projection on the first entry from each label of θ, we have pP π pAqq i " ř j"1 u ij . But since v¨u |ù Φ, we have v i " ř j"1 u ij , hence P π pAq " v and P π pAq |ù φ, thus t P L φ pAq. (2) The inclusion L φ pAq Ď LpBq is equivalent to the emptiness problem L φ pAq X LpBq " H, where B is the complement of B, i.e. t P LpBq ô t R LpBq for any tree t : N˚á f in Σ. By point (1) , this problem is decidable. To decide the inclusion LpBq Ď L φ pAq, we notice that the complement of the tree language L φ pAq is L φ pAq " LpAq Y L φ pAq, where A is the complement of A, defined as before. Thus LpBq Ď L φ pAq if and only if the following hold:
-LpAq X LpBq " H, which is clearly decidable, and -L φ pAq X LpBq " H, which is decidable using point (1) .
Regarding the upper bound complexity of (1), notice that |AˆB| " |A|¨|B| and |Φ| " |ϕ|`|AˆB|`|φ|. By Thm. 4 in [17] , we have |ϕ| " Op|AˆB|q " Op|A|¨|B|q, hence |Φ| " Op|A|¨|B|`|φ|q. Since deciding the satisfiability of a quantifier-free Presburger formula is in Nptime in the size of that formula, we obtain that (1) is in Nptime. Concerning (2), we have reduced the equivalence between L φ pAq and LpBq to an instance of (1) and a language equivalence between A and B. The first problem is in Nptime and the second in Exptime, hence we obtain that (2) is in Exptime.
B.4 Proof of Lemma 4
Proof. "ñ" (1) We prove a more general statement: for all t P L xx,E,b,V y pA H q there exists an unfolding tree u P T V pHq such that t đ u. We prove this fact by induction on the structure of t. For the base case domptq " t u, the only possible run of A H over t applies a transition rule of the form g Ý Ñ xx, E, b, Xy, where #pgq " 0. Since the only symbols of zero arity are the ones in G ι , we obtain that g G ι . By defining u as dompuq " t u and up q " xi, Xy, we have t đ u.
For the inductive step, let t |0 , . . . , t | ´1 be the subtrees of the root in t, for some ě 1. Let t π ùñ xx, E, b, V y be a run of A H over t, and πpiq " xx, E i , b i , V i y, for all i " 0, . . . , ´1. We distinguish two cases:
if " 1 then V 0 " X, V " K and gpπp0qq Ý Ñ xx, E, b, V y is the final transition rule on π, where #pgq " 1 (point C of the definition of ∆ H ). Since the only symbols of arity 1 are the ones in G e , we have g G e . By the induction hypothesis, we obtain an unfolding tree u 0 P T X pHq such that t |0 đ u 0 . We define u as dompuq " domptq, up q " xe, Ky and u |0 " u 0 . The checks that u P T K pHq and t đ u are immediate.
else ( ą 1) we have " k ě 2, V 0 " . . . V k´1 " V " X and gpπp0q, . . . , πpk1Ý Ñ xx, E, b, V y is the final transition rule on π, where #pgq " k (point C of the definition of ∆ H ). Since the only symbols of arity k ě 2 are the ones in Σ φ , we have g G φ . By the induction hypothesis, we obtain unfolding trees u 0 , . . . , u k´1 P T X pHq such that t |i đ u i , for all i " 0, . . . , k´1. We define u as dompuq " domptq, up q " xφ, Xy and u |i " u i , for all i " 0, . . . , k´1. The checks u P T X pHq and t đ u are immediate.
(2) If t P LpA H q then t π ùñ q, for some final state q P F H . Let πppq " xx, E p , V p , b p y be the states on the run π, for all p P domptq. We also define the graphs h p " xN p , E p y, where:
The following fact can be shown by induction on the structure of t |p , applying point A of the definition of ∆ H inductively: Fact 3 For all p P domptq, there exists a path x p y p in h p if and only if there exists a unique path x p y p in G t |p , and moreover, every edge in G t |p is part of such a path.
Since q " πp q P F H , we have b " J. By the points (B1) and (B2) of the definition of ∆ H , there exists a unique maximal sequence " p 0 , . . . , p s P domptq, such that b pj " J and p j is a child of p j´1 , we have b p " K, for all j " 1, . . . , s. Moreover, since the sequence is maximal, for all p P domptqztp 0 , . . . , p s u. By (B1) h ps consists of a unique non-trivial elementary cycle, hence by Fact 3 above, G t |ps also consists of a unique non-trivial elementary cycle.
To complete the proof of (2), we must show that there are no other edges in G t , except for the ones on this cycle. Since b pj " J, we have E pj " H, for all j " 0, . . . , s´1 (B3). Then, every constraint graph G t |r has an empty edge set, for every child r ‰ p j`1 of some p j , j " 0, . . . , s´1 -assuming the opposite would contradict with Fact 3 above.
"ð Let t : N˚á f in Σ H be a tree, such that G t consists of a single non-trivial elementary cycle, and t đ u, for some u P T pHq. We build a run π : domptq Ñ Q H of A H , such that t π ùñ q, for some q P F H . We define πppq and prove that t |p π |p ùñ πppq is a run of A H , by induction on the structure of t |p . For the base case p P Frptq, we have uppq " xi, Xy and tppq G ι , hence #ptppqq " 0. Let πppq " xx, E p , b p , V p y, where: -E p " tpx, yq | x y is a path in tppqu, b p " SingleCycleptppqq, and -V p " X. To show that tppq Ý Ñ πppq is a transition rule of A H , it is sufficient to prove point (A) from the definition of ∆ H (points B and C hold trivially because #ptppqq " 0). But (A) holds by the assumption that G t consists of a single non-trivial elementary cycle.
For the inductive step, let p.0, . . . , p.p#ptppqq´1q be the children of p in domptq. Also, let uppq " xϕ, V y, for ϕ P tφ, eu and V P tX, Ku. By the induction hypothesis, we have t |p.i π ùñ πpp.iq " xx, E p.i , b p.i , V p.i y, for all i " 0, . . . , #ptppqq´1. We define the graph h p " xN p , E p y as in the previous, and πppq " xx, E p , b p , V p y as follows:
We can verify points (A), (B) and (C) from the definition of ∆ H using the fact that G t consists of a single non-trivial elementary cycle, and deduce that tppqpπpp.0q, . . . , πpp.p#ptppqq´1Ý Ñ πppq is a transition rule of A H . The proof involves a case split on the arity of tppq and distinguishes the cases #ptppqq " 1, i.e. tppq P G e , and #ptppqq " k ě 2, i.e. tppq P G φ .
Concerning the time complexity of the construction of A H , observe first that this is Op|A H |q, since building A H amounts to enumerating its transition rules. There are at most ||Σ H ||¨||Q H || k`1 transition rules in ∆ H , each of which being of size at most k`1. Hence |A H | ď pk`1q¨||Σ H ||¨||Q H || k`1 . Since, for any DBM ϕ, the number of edges in a constraint graph G ϕ is at most |ϕ|, we have ||G ϕ || ď 2 |ϕ| . We compute:
Since each state q " xx, E, b, V y P Q H is defined by a relation E Ď xˆx, a boolean flag b and a variable V P tX, Ku, we have:
We have |A H | ď pk`1q¨2 |H|`pk`1q|H| 2 , thus we obtain |A H | " 2 Opk¨|H| 2 q . 
[ \ Proof. Let ιpxq, φpx, x 0 , . . . , x k q and epx, x 0 q be the DBMs occurring in H.
(1) By induction on the structure of u. For the base case dompuq " t u, we have ρp q " xq, gy if up q " xi, Xy and there exists a transition rule r i " xi, Xy Ý Ñ q P ∆ H , for some i P t1, . . . , su. By the definition of ∆ H , we have g G ι , and there exists a transition rule p δpiq " g Ý Ñ q P ∆ H . We define domptq " dompπq " t u, tp q " g and πp q " q. We clearly have t π ùñ q and t đ u. Moreover, we have P π pA H q " e δpiq,m ă δ e i,s " P ρ pB H q.
For the inductive step, let 0, . . . , be the children of the root of u, for some ě 0, and let r i " xϕ, V ypxq 0 , g 0 y, . . . , xq , g yq Ý Ñ xq, gy be the last transition rule fired in ρ, for some i P t1, . . . , su. By the definition of ∆ H , there exists a transition rule p δpiq " gpq 0 , . . . ,Ý Ñ q in A H , such that g P G ϕ . Since u |j ρ |j ùñ xq j , g j y are runs of B H , by the induction hypothesis, we obtain trees t j and runs t j πj ùñ q j of A H , such that t j đ u j and P πj pA H q ă δ P ρ |j pB H q, for all j " 0, . . . , . We define tp q " g, t |j " t j and πp q " q, π |j " π j , for all j " 0, . . . , , respectively. It is easy to check that t π ùñ q is a run of A H and that t đ u. Moreover, we have P π pA H q " e δpiq,m`ř j"0 P πj pA H q ă δ e i,s`ř j"0 P ρ |j pB H q.
(2) By induction on the structure of t. For the base case domptq " t u, the run π consists of a single transition rule p j " tp q Ý Ñ q P ∆ H , where #ptp" 0 and q " xx, E, b, V y. But then tp q P G ι , V " X and there exists a transition rule r i " xι, Xy Ý Ñ xq, tp qy P ∆ H , where δpiq " j. Then we define u and ρ as dompuq " dompρq " t u, up q " xι, Xy and ρp q " xq, tp qy. Clearly, u ρ ùñ xq, tp qy is a run of B H , t đ u and P π pA H q " e δpiq,m ă δ e i,s " P ρ pB H q.
For the inductive step, let 0, . . . , , for some ě 0, be the children of the root of t, and p j " tp qpq 0 , . . . ,Ý Ñ q P ∆ H be the last transition rule of π, where q " xx, E, b, V y. Since t |h π |h ùñ q h , for all h " 0, . . . , , by the induction hypothesis we obtain trees u h and runs u h ρ h ùñ xq h , tphqy of B H , such that t h đ u h and P π |h pA H q ă δ P ρ h pB H q, for all h " 0, . . . , . We distinguish two cases:
1. if #ptp" 1, then tp q P G e and V " K. Then there exists a transition rule r i " xe, Kypxq 0 , tp0qy, . . . , xq , tp qyq Ý Ñ xq, tp qy P ∆ H , where δpiq " j. We define u and ρ as up q " xe, Ky, ρp q " xq, tp qy and u |h " u h , ρ |h " ρ h , for all h " 0, . . . , . Clearly, u ρ ùñ xq, tp qy is a run of B H , t đ u and P π pA H q " e δpiq,m`ř h"0 P π |h pA H q ă δ e i,s`ř h"0 P ρ h pB H q " P ρ pB H q. 2. else #ptp" k ě 2, tp q P G φ and V " X. The rest of the proof is identical to the one from the previous point.
B.6 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Let ιpxq, φpx, x 0 , . . . , x k q and epx, x 0 q be the DBMs occurring in H. Let A H , B H , Ψ and Ψ be the TA and Presburger formulae defined above, respectively. It is sufficient to prove that:
rrHss ‰ H ô L Ψ pB H q " T pHq .
By Lemma 2 there exists a TA T H such that |T H | " Op|H|q and LpT H q " T pHq.
Since A H can be constructed in time 2 Opk¨|H| 2 q (Lemma 4), the same holds for B H and thus, |B H | " 2 Opk¨|H| 2 q . Also we have |Ψ | " Op|A H |q and |Ψ | " |Ψ |`Op|B H |q " 2 Opk¨|H| 2 q . By Lemma 3 (2) we obtain the 2Exptime bound. By Lemma 1, we have rrHss ‰ H iff for any unfolding tree u P T pHq we have Φpuq Ñ K iff for any u P T pHq, the constraint graph G Φpuq has a non-trivial elementary cycle γ of negative weight. But then there exists a tree t : N˚á f in Σ H , such that t đ u and G t consists of exactly one elementary cycle. By Lemma 4, we obtain, equivalently, that t P LpA H q. We have thus:
rrHss ‰ H ô T pHq " tu P T pHq | Dt P L Ψ pA H q and t đ uu .
We are left with proving that L Ψ pB H q " tu P T pHq | Dt P L Ψ pA H q and t đ uu.
"Ď" Let u P L Ψ pB H q and u ρ ùñ xq, gy be a run of B H , for some q P F H and g P Σ H . By Lemma 5 (1), there exists a tree t P LpA H q such that t đ u and A H has a run t π ùñ q, such that P π pA H q ă δ P ρ pB H q. Since P ρ pB H q |ù Ψ , we obtain P ρ pA H q |ù Ψ , by Fact 4, hence t P L Ψ pA H q.
"Ě" Let u P T pHq be a tree such that t đ u for some t P L Ψ pA H q. Then A H has a run t π ùñ q for some state q P Q H and P π pA H q |ù Ψ . By Lemma 5 (2) B H has a run u 1 ρ ùñ xq, tp qy, for some u 1 P LpB H q, such that t đ u 1 and P π pA H q ă δ P ρ pB H q. Since t đ u and t đ u 1 we get dompuq " dompu 1 q. Since u 1 P LpB H q, it is easy to check that u 1 P T pHq. Since dompuq " dompu 1 q, we obtain that u " u 1 , because the following hold, as a consequence of the fact that u, u 1 P T pHq are both unfolding trees of H:
up q " u 1 p q " xe, Ky, uppq " u 1 ppq " xι, Xy, for all p P Frpuq, and uppq " u 1 ppq " xφ, Xy, for all p P dompuqzpFrpuq Y t uq. Hence u P LpB H q. We get further that u P L Ψ pB H q, because P π pA H q ă δ P ρ pB H q and P π pA H q |ù Ψ , by Fact 4.
[ \ B.7 Proof of Lemma 6
Proof. By reduction from the universality problem for tree automata, which is a known EXPTIME-complete problem [5, Theorem 1.7.7]. Let A " xQ, Σ, ∆, F y be a TA. For simplicity, we assume that Σ " tf, gu, #pf q " 2 and #pgq " 0the proof below can be adapted to ranked alphabets with symbols of arbitrary arities, at the expense of introducing further technicalities. We build a B k system H A such that rrH A ss " H if and only if LpAq contains all trees t : t0, 1u˚á f in Σ. Let Q " tq 1 , . . . , q u be the states of A. We build DBMs ι A pxq, φ A px, x 0 , x 1 q and e A px, x 0 q, where x " tx 1 , . . . , x 2 u. The idea is to use the variables such that x 2i and x 2i`1 denote q i , for all i " 1, . . . , . We define H A as follows: Proof. Along the lines of the proof of Thm. 1, using Lemma 7 instead of Lemma 5. The definitions of the harness formulae Ψ and Ψ are identical to the ones used in the proof of Thm. 1. To show the inclusion L Ψ pB H q Ě tu P T pHq | Dt P L Ψ pA H q^t đ uu, one must show that two unfolding trees u, u 1 P T pHq such that dompuq " dompu 1 q and ruppqs 2 " ru 1 ppqs 2 for all p P dompuq, must be identical. The fact that H is reduced is used here. The 2Exptime upper bound follows from the sizes of A H , B H , Ψ and Ψ , that are 2 Opk|H| 2 q " 2 Op|H| 3 q , where k ď |H| is the maximal branching degree of all clauses in H. The Exptime-hard lower bound comes from Lemma 6.
